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T H E DA N C E
I

see him sitting across the crowded auditorium, and I feel mesmerized. Embarrassed
by my boyish appearance and my lack of
make-up, I run my unpainted fingers through
my hair, toss my bangs to the side, and hide
my un-beautified face behind a closed curtain. My arms come to a rest, stacked on
my sides. Suddenly, the insecurity vanishes.
I find comfort clinging to the nestled spot,
right at home. Right at the heart of morality
and integrity sewed into my mind by a priest
who hides his sexual interests behind a
screened confessional. Ringing communion
bells chase the ungodly fantasies into closed
off boxes, for us to pretend that they don’t
exist, for us to pretend that we are not really
human, but we are only sinners on a land
of temptation. I latch on to the ingrained
proverbs verses and suffocating prayers to
calm my insecurities. Promiscuous, lust, desire, blasphemous words remind me that my
appearance is pure and angelic. That is accepted by those who beat the word of God
into thick headed minds that sin, steal, and
cheat. An immortal paradox that is excusing
my stereotypical notion of beauty and what
it looks like.

A

s the lecturing voices fade, I untangle
my legs and press them together as if I
were wearing a skin tight dress. Modestly,
my right foot firmly lands on the ground.
I am aware of the movement of my body,
but questioning its direction. I loosen my
entangled grip on the religious voices echoing in my head. Each inch I ease, is an inch
of confidence my insecurities rob as they
crawl back into my being. I hunger for his
attention, for him to take me as the beautiful
woman I can be. The desire and lust for his
touch, for him to breathe life into my empty
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shell. I envision myself in a skin tight dress,
fully exposing my lacy black underwear
just enough to enthrall his imagination, just
enough for him to remember the nights that
are no longer his. His passed up chances to
mold his distance into our intimacy, his ice
into our comfort, his judgment into our haven. If only I looked beautiful, appealing to
antagonistic images of femaleness and his
looming sexual needs, in an empty room,
would my presence be worth acknowledging.

A

bruptly, I stand up and rush out of the
room. The pace in my step ignores the
weekly sermons that sprinted through my
mind only moments ago. Right – left – right
– left, the tempo of my steps moves to the
dance of two lovers entangled in sheets.
Sheets that strip separation and blend breath,
soul, body of two into one. As one that feels,
connects, and moves quick – slow – quick
– slow. I want to escape the crowded quad
and the masses of people who don’t understand. We are all here to learn but instead
those around me judge and criticize those
around them. They use their money to mold
this reality, magnifying the pressure to follow a trend depicted in last month’s Vogue.
The right outfit, the right body, this makes
you who you are: a person who is accepted
or judged, one who is beautiful or not. As
I pass them, I’m reminded of who I am, a
daughter of a single mother whose limited
income provided groceries from the dollar
store, and a stack of unpaid bills. I beg the
stride to start the music, transporting me into
entangled sheets, connecting with another
intimately, instead of through the conceptions of beauty my insecurities try to follow.
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T

he fading melody drags me from the
filled quad to the isolated door of my
apartment. In my room I undress myself in
the mirror, my eyes and hands completely in sync with one another. As my mind
wanders into the unattractive body staring
back at her in the mirror, I see a person so
far removed from beauty. Nakedly in denial, I rummage through my closet. Pulling
each article off of the hanger, I assess and
judge whether it is the right outfit. Does
my dime measure up to their dollar? Scattered thoughts lead me back to the mirror
where I inspect the rightness of my body,
the rightness of my beauty. Do I look like
the girls in the magazines, the movie stars,
and celebrities who starve their fragile and
frail bones for attention? I grab hold of the
love handles mounted to the sides of my
hips. Examining their size, clenching tighter, pinning back the unwanted and unfeminine addition, as society screams in my
face not to consume calories or feed the
ugliness that unwanted weight spreads. I
hear their voices, alongside the strangers
found on the quad molding and shaping
my conception of beauty. Without the antagonistic features of femaleness, I know
I will never fall into entangled sheets, for
the movement of my body will be motionless, still, and stagnant. Without hesitation,
I try to start the music and I imagine erasing the distance and depth that prevent me
from being beautiful. As the tempo begins,
I move my thighs and watch as they sway
as my body moves right – left – quick –
slow – quick – slow.

I

enter the shower and allow the cleansing water to wash over me as I run my
unpainted finger nails back through my
hair. Alone and fully exposed, I allow the
water to pull back my curtain revealing my
unpainted canvas. Shutting the water off, I
reach for the towel on the ledge and dry
every inch of my “not right” body before
exiting. Rough and fast, I run the towel
over me rushing to beat the disappearing
steam that will cover the mirror, fighting
the lingering tune of the music in my head.
I enter my darkened room and reach for
my “not right” clothing before I turn on
the light. Just as a curtain reveals a stage
and opens the scene, the light brings me
right back to the mirror – to the place of
antagonistic desires to look at an image of
femaleness, to his voice in the moments
I sold myself to his fanaticized illusion,
to the voices of society and the strangers
on the quad molding my conceptions of
beauty, to the home that clarifies the moments of entangled sheets are just dreams,
and paradoxes are my reality. One day you
will look beautiful I tell myself, as I cue the
music for my unpainted fingers to inspect
every inch of my body right – left – right –
left – quick – slow – quick – slow.

Author’s note: The idea “home” can have a variety of meanings that create familiar feelings and memories. When
asked to respond to the prompt, “Where is home” for my weekly portfolio, I wanted to write about the idea in
a way that it not always obvious and embraced by society. This narrative is my attempt to shed light on the unacknowledged and yet familiar experiences and emotions that shape who we are.
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